
Iowa Mobile ID is a FREE 
digital version of your official 
driver’s license or ID, carried in 
an app on your smartphone.

How do I get mobile ID? 
1.  Download the app – search for  

“Iowa Mobile ID” in the App Store  
or Google Play

2. Launch the app and set permissions
3. Register your phone number
4. Scan your ID
5. Take a live selfie
6. Set up your PIN and go

Where will I use my mobile ID?
Look for this logo 
on a business’ 
window or door,  
or simply ask  
if they accept  
it. Go to 

https://iowadot.gov/mIDacceptedhere 
for a current list.

How do I use my mobile ID?
•  Go to the IDs tab in the app.
• Click “Share Identity.” 
•  Present the QR code to the 

business to scan. 
•  Accept or decline the 

business’ request for 
information. You are always 
in control of your data. 

•  Once you accept, you and 
the business will receive confirmation 
your information was shared 
successfully. 

Can I ditch my physical ID card?
Mobile ID is a companion to your 
physical ID. You should still carry it  
with you. 

SCAN FOR  
HELP OR TO 
LEARN MORE

convenient
Contactless method of verifying your 
identity, on your terms

You are in control  – choose only the 
information you wish to share

private
Unlocks only using your self-selected  
PIN or facial recognition

secure

EVERYTHING IS  
ON YOUR PHONE.

NOW YOUR ID IS TOO.

Iowa Mobile ID can currently be used on 
Android 7 or newer and iOS 13 or newer.



Iowa Mobile ID gives your business, organization, or 
agency a convenient, secure, and private way to verify 
identity and age  – completely digitally!

BUSINESSES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND AGENCIES: 

MOBILE ID IS HERE!

Three ways to verify age or identity 
with mobile ID:

1. Verify App: A verify app allows you 
to use a device such as a smartphone 
or tablet to scan the mobile ID user’s 
QR code to verify their age/identity and 
be assured that they are presenting a 
state-issued mobile ID.

2. Software Development Kit (SDK): 
A mobile ID software development 
kit can be integrated into an existing 
point-of-sale system or other 
verification system.

3. Online Verification: Your online 
systems can be be configured to accept 
Iowa’s Mobile ID to log into secure 
websites. Your system will generate a 
QR code requesting information from 
a mobile ID user. Once scanned and 
accepted, the user’s information will 
transfer to your website.

Go the App Store or Google Play 
and search for “Mobile ID Verify”

Install and open the app

Tap on “I’m ready to scan”

Agree to the permissions and 
terms of use

Start scanning!

Get started as soon as 
today with the Verify App:

LEARN MORE
ABOUT HOW TO 
ACCEPT IOWA 
MOBILE ID

Benefits of accepting mobile ID at your business, organization, or agency: 

Trust: The state certificate verifies that the ID was issued by the issuing 
authority, the Iowa DOT. 

Convenience: The verification process checks the information for you and lets 
you know if it’s been authenticated or not. 

Contactless: Scanning a QR code means never having to touch or access a 
user’s device. 

Customized: You only need to ask for the data required for your  
business transaction. (For example: age and photo for an alcohol purchase.)

Security: All security features are encrypted data with no need to decipher 
physical security features.


